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the expanded instrument system 
 
 

 The Expanded Instrument System (EIS) is a glorified delay and pitch shifting 

system.  It is completely performer controllable, but aspects of control are given to 

computers running Max.  Although it may have been originally designed to emulate 

playing in some of the bizzare acoustical spaces that the Deep Listening Band has played 

in, it really has created a space of its own.  This space is the combination of acoustic 

phenomenon, like echoing, with electronic techniques, like pitch shifting.  At the concert 

at the Cat in the Cream, this imaginary space was made into a physical, tangible space, in 

part by the placement of six beautiful speakers, completely enveloping the audience. 

 The EIS is particularly distinctive in its implementation.  It is not uncommon to 

hear one instrumentalist playing through electronics, either controlled live, or through a 

static setup.  It is wonderful and refreshing to hear a whole ensemble with similar setups, 

playing together, and playing pieces as an ensemble.  Although the instrumentation of the 

DLB is very disparate, playing through the EIS gives their instruments something very 

much in common.  It helps very much to unite the sounds, without blurring the sounds of 

the individual instruments. 

 In my mind, the EIS falls short in its limited palette of effects.  Although it might 

take away some of the simplicity of performance, I would like to hear a broader range of 

techniques from the electronics.  Maybe a larger store of sound in delay, so that parts of a 

performance might return much later, and would twist the time of the performance 



overall.  Some gentle filtering occasionally might also make the electronics more 

interesting.  This would certainly make the electronics less transparent, but the pitch 

shifting certainly already does that with the instruments that don’t do pitch slides, such as 

piano and accordian.  Obviously, these changes might not improve the EIS, but I am 

curious to hear what they might sound like. 

 The EIS expands the instruments in several ways.  It enables them to make sounds 

that they would normally not be able to make, through the pitch shifting.  It allows, as 

mentioned before, instruments to slide which normally don’t slide in pitch.  The most 

important way in which it expands the instruments, though, is through the delay, it 

enables players to accompany themselves, and to create thick textures with only one 

instrument.  This technique is very well illustrated by Deep Hockets, where the players 

build up repeating figures, and then start to change them rhythmically and melodically, 

using the delay all the while.  The EIS seems to be particularly well suited to this piece, 

and it is probably no coincidence that the piece is by David Gamper, who did a lot of the 

work in developing the EIS’s implementation.  It would be interesting, and ridiculously 

labor-intensive, to develop different variations of the EIS for the different pieces of the 

DLB and the different composers.  But obviously, the current setup is good for gigs, since 

no tech time is required between pieces. 


